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ALBANY PORT COMMUNITY CONSULTATION COMMITTEE MEETING 

Minutes of Meeting  
Tuesday 26 February 2019, 5:00pm 

Port of Albany, Board Room 
85 Brunswick Road, ALBANY 

 
PRESENT: 
Committee members: 
Chair      Chris Gunby 
Deputy Chair / RDA Great Southern Simon Lyas 
Department of Transport  Noel Chambers 
Community Representatives  Ian Moss 
       Leanne Marsden 
       Jane Mouritz 
       Anthony Moir 
City of Albany representative  Andrew Sharpe 
 
Southern Port (SP): 
SP Board member   Julie-Anne Gray 
CEO      Steve Lewis 
Interim General Manager  Dale Lindkvist 
Environment Officer   Rachael Goetze 
Communications Manager  Peta Rule 
Office Coordinator (Minutes)  Denise Fisher 
 
Apologies: 
Paul Mackey    Environment Manager 
 
Item 1 Welcome  
The meeting was opened by Chris Gunby who thanked the committee for their time this evening and 
congratulated Steve Lewis on his appointment as CEO.  
 
Round the table of introductions were completed. 
 
Welcome packs are finalised. New committee members will also have the opportunity to meet with the 
General Manager and have a Port Tour. The electronic version of the Welcome Pack will be emailed with the 
minutes to Committee Members. 
 
Item 2 Records of attendance / apologies 
 
Apologies were noted. 
 
The meeting noted that John Woodbury has resigned from the Committee. 
 
Item 3 Potential Conflicts of Interest 
 
For item 9, New PCCC Applications, Chris Gunby will stand down as Chair and Simon Lyas will chair the 
meeting due to Chris Gunby reapplying for the committee and Chair position. 
 
Julie-Ann Gray declared to the Committee she is a Manager at the City of Albany and a member of the 
Southern Regional TAFE Board. This will be a standing declaration for future meetings. 
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Item 4 Minutes of Previous Meeting 
 
The minutes of the previous meeting held on 27 November 2018 were agreed as being a true and correct 
record. 
 
Moved:    Simon Lyas  Seconded:  Leanne Marsden 
 
Item 5 Matter arising from previous minutes 
 
• CBH presentation on silos / ring road 
• Public interface / Landscaping 
• Emissions from ships or cruise ships regulation 
• Marine Pests 
 
Due to Paul Mackey not being able to attend the meeting the topics for Marine Pests and Ships Emissions will 
be carried over to another meeting. 
 
Item 6  Southern Ports Update 
    Steve Lewis 
 
Steve Lewis introduced himself to the Committee and gave a brief history. He is WA born and has held CEO 
positions for twenty and half years with fifteen and half years of those in Ports.  
 
Steve’s initial assessment of each of the Ports: 
• Bunbury has the most land of any Port in Western Australia with 468 hectares. Bunbury’s future could be 

around the Westport work on where Perth container trade is best accommodated long-term. 
• Albany would be a great place to live. It can be a port that can be developed with a good sustainability 

narrative, this is still in the very early parts of thinking about it. Albany has a steady trade, with capacity to 
grow. The forward plan for the next 10-15 years is looking good. 

• Esperance is the most isolated of the ports and on a smaller footprint. Esperance Port has a good future 
supporting the mineral side of things, but will need to be smart in how the port land is used. 

   
Amongst the three port there is good skill set within the employees, with Southern Ports being overall 
profitable. 
 
The level of enquiry and interested across the ports is good and will be a good thing to build upon. 
 
Steve said intergenerational assets are important, to try and leave things better than you have found them. He 
said we will certainly be managing the ports that way, we want to make sure after our time here the assets are 
in good condition, we have good relationships, environment and an even more capable workforce. 
 
Southern Ports would like to improve our customer service. The direct feedback received across the three 
ports, the customer service is quite good, but this is not reflecting in our surveys and is something we need to 
have a look at. 
 
The greatest value the port creates is outside the fence, understanding the supply chain, state and regional 
development, what the community expects from the port and to try and deliver that expectation.  
 
It is important for all of our Southern Ports to be sustainable. We are in the early stages with the Board at 
looking at Albany Port to develop with a good sustainability narrative. We will have internal discussions, then 
report back to the Board with a plan to deliver it in Albany.   
 
Q: Chris Gunby asked Steve how he sees PCCC’s role for each port, to gain maximise value to the
 members and their contribution and the port. 
A: In 2003 the Community Consultation Committees were not a requirement under the Act, but we still had 
 the committees. In 2014, the Act was amended for it to be a requirement for ports to have a Community 
 Consultation Committee. They were seen as high value, with people who give up their time out of hours 
 and want to be doing some exciting work and add value to it. There is exciting work to be done and a lot 
 to be achieved.  It would be good to attract more members to the committee because they want to be 
 here, because the PCCC is the committee to be a part of.   
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Q:  Simon Lyas queried how does SP differentiate between stakeholder and customer and how often are the 
 customer surveys done. 
A:  Peta Rule responded, it is separated into a number of groups - paying port users, non-paying port users 
 (customers) and community members. The feedback has shown from the customers that Southern Ports 
 has improved, which is stated on in Southern Ports annual report.  
 Steve Lewis added customer feedback we are receiving is quite good, but it is one thing we can do better 
 and to know where we are going. 
 
Q: Ian Moss queried what level of sustainability would the port be looking at and will the report be 
 published? 
A: We will consider all elements and have the conversation internally first of all. A draft plan will be put 
 forward to the Board for it to consider. It will be more than environment and heritage. If we have a plan it 
 will have milestones to report against. This is something every port should be doing. It will be up to the 
 Board in the end and we will make sure customers see the path as well. We are having a 
 conversation tomorrow with the Albany workforce. It is in the very early stages. 
 
Steve commented he will be visiting each port regularly, approx. every 3 weeks and will be attending the 
committee meetings. 
 
Q:  Andrew Sharpe congratulated Steve on his appointment and asked what does success look like five 
 years and ten years for the Albany Port? 
A: In five years, I would like to see a reputation that the port is known for the things we set out to do, for 
 customer service, value creation,  port development & trade, a whole growth plan. We are in the right 
 environment, our assets are in good condition and well maintained and the community sees it as a 
 significant asset. 
 In ten years, to be seen as being able to invest in the port, to better utilised and use the land and the 
 international reputation. 
 
Q: Has the Board given direction to you on what they want to achieve? 
A: Steve replied the Board has been supportive and given him flexibility to implement the ideas I have. 
 There has been a lot of work done to get the port to where it is today. I am coming in at a good time with 
 future focus and with respect for the past.  
 
Julie-Anne Gray reaffirmed with what Steve said. The Board has been looking at value creation, being an 
innovative port and future technologies and building relationships with customers and the community. 
 
Jane Mouitz commented we need to be transparent in everything we do these day, farming etc, thinking 
particularly for the hotel on Waterfront. Rather than be concerned about the potential noise and negative 
aspects of our port, could there be some kind of an interpretive aspect for people coming to stay at the new 
hotel. Could they have access to the port with maybe an interpretive map with explanations of what is 
happening? It will invite them into the Port, rather than see the port as an inconvenience.  
 
Steve Lewis commented that part of this would link into the sustainability ideas. The port is going to be around 
for a 100+ years, and more.  
 
It was suggest the touch screen at the Tourist Centre are great, something like that would be an interface with 
the maritime industry and history. 
 
Andrew Sharpe provided an update to queries: 
‘The Shipping Lane’ was a topic that has been discussed at previous meeting, it is still in the concept design 
stage. 
 
In 2026, the City of Albany will be celebrating its 200 years. This is in the early planning stages, we would like 
to pick up on the rich Noongar history and the Port playing a key role.  
 
Waterfront development – land has been purchased by a local developer. There has been a joint development 
assessment panel, an independent body, which has considered the application for the hotel site. This has 
been approved, subject to certain conditions.  It will deliver a 108 room hotel, six stories high and anticipated 
to be completed mid to late 2020 and leased to the Hilton chain.  
  
There has been no major progress on the mixed site next door. There is a requirement that the site can be 
used for short term accommodation. The owner will be seeking concessions on permanent resident. They are 
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working through the application and as yet has not been formally lodged. No development will compromise the 
access 24/7 to port.  
 
The City of Albany is keen to see something happen that will support the community and the Port. 
 
There is an offer on another piece of land, some form of development, but it is still not public knowledge. 
 
5.40pm Andrew Sharpe and Anthony Moir left the PCCC meeting for a CoA committee meeting. 
 
Item 7 Southern Ports Albany Update 
  Dale Lindkvist 
 
SP Albany had 20 vessels visit in January and we are looking at similar numbers this month. In March we 
could see records broken with CBH expecting a ramp up with product to ship out.  
 
The release of aquaculture zones in the Great Southern presented in the newspaper recently, is something 
DPIRD have done without the second layer of consultation taken place with the port. Separate information is 
attached prepared by Jared Brotherston, Southern Ports Commercial Manager. 
 
Chris Gunby commented as most of the committee will have no back ground information on this other then 
was seen in the paper, what consultation had occurred to get to this stage, who is driving this? 
 
Noel Chambers commented they were seeking community feedback first, before going to other government 
and impacted agencies. It is an interesting process, they are looking at wave energy, sea grass, currents in 
the areas.  
 
A query of what roll does the Committee play in this, should we be involved? The aquaculture has significant 
impact on the Port and with the community we should be able to discuss this in a more meaningful way. 
 
Jared Brotherston and DPIRD have offered to attend a PCCC meeting to present the aquaculture zones. The 
committee would like to know what the Ports involvement has been and how the Committee can contribute. It 
was agreed to hold an impromptu meeting, during business hours.   
 
Action: Denise to liaise with Jared Brotherston and Committee to arrange a suitable time/date 
 
Rachael Goetze commented when the Albany Shellfish Hatchery project began back in 2016, a risk 
assessment was undertaken to assess the viability of the development of aquaculture in Port waters. The risk 
assessment assessed three types of aquaculture and looked at potential impacts to commercial operations, 
shipping, environment, community and port users. Outcomes of the risk assessment showed that the majority 
of Port waters (particularly Princess Royal Harbour and the channel/anchorage) areas were high or extreme 
risk. That information was provided to the former CEO, and unfortunately we are not aware of what it was 
used for or how we got to the point where we are now. 
 
5:55pm Jane Mouritz left the meeting. Jane commented she approves of all the committee nominations for 
item 9. 
 
Item 8 External Communications – Media 
    Peta Rule 
 
The media document was emailed to PCCC.  
 
Southern Ports has had a good year with sponsorships with positive coverage and feedback. This included 
the STS Leeuwin II visit, which Southern Ports provided pilotage and sponsorship. We have built a good 
relationship the Leeuwin team. 
 
The Family Nautical afternoon organised by Department of Transport was a great event to be involved in. It 
was the first of its kind and was very successful and exceeded DoT expectations. SP was involved with the 
pilot boat being opened for people to board and have a look around. 
 
6:00pm Julie-Anne Gray left the meeting. 
 
The meeting discuss sponsorships, the importance of being acknowledged with logo on flyer information and 
displaying the SP banner. 
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Item 9 New PCCC Applications 
 
The meeting discussed the terms of the PCCC applicants and extending the term to 2-3 years.  This is 
something that is in the Charter and will need to be endorsed by the Board.  
(Information received after the meeting - the Charter will be revised later in this year, the Committee can then 
recommend changes to be considered and the reasoning for the changes.) 
 
Simon Lyas Chaired the meeting for the voting of the applications. 
 
Christine Kershaw 
The committee agreed for a term of two years, as this will give the committee an even number of 
memberships expiring and Christine has a strong background in the farming sector and Great Southern 
businesses will be beneficial. 
Moved:  Chris Gunby  Second:  Leanne Marsden 
 
Chris Gunby 
The committee agreed for a term of 2 years 
Moved:  Leanne Marsden Second:  Noel Chambers 
 
Noel Chambers 
The committee agreed for a term of 2 years 
Moved:  Chris Gunby  Second:  Simon Lyas 
 
Ian Moss 
The committee agreed for a term of 2 years 
Moved:  Simon Lyas  Second: Chris Gunby 
 
New Chair Nominations 
Noel Chambers nominated Chris Gunby for a second term of Chair. Second: Ian Moss 
The meeting agreed. 
 
Simon Lyas handed the Chair back to Chris Gunby. 
 
Item 10 Member Discussion and feedback 
 
The meeting discussed the gaps on the Committee, for example people involved in the fishing area, sailing 
club, residence on Brunswick Road, UWA, DPIRD. It was agreed to utilise the committee’s network and 
encourage people to apply. 
 
The number of meetings was discussed. Peta Rule commented the Charter mentions there is a minimum of 
four meeting per year. More meetings can be held, if beneficial. 
 
Simon Lyas asked if he could feature Steve Lewis’s appointment as CEO in RDA newsletter and invited Steve 
one of their Board meetings.  A photo shoot was organised for after the meeting.  
 
Simon Lyas asked for a future topic, which was emailed to Dale Lindkvist. He had a question from RDA Board 
with regards to the capacity of the oil and petroleum supply and storage at the Port. This topic was discussed 
in the context of the supply of diesel fuel in the region, particularly for the agricultural sector which relies 
heavily on availability. Anecdotally someone suggested there is only 3 to 4 days’ supply on hand in Albany 
and should supply be restricted during harvest, there would be significant implications for producers and 
presumably trade at the Port. Is it possible to have an appropriate speaker to discuss this commodity and the 
Port’s role in the supply chain? 
 
The topic will be added for a future meeting. 
 
Simon Lyas queried the Port having tall ships visit Albany for the 200 year commemoration. Maybe something 
to follow up with the Leeuwin or Endeavour.   
 
It was suggested to invite someone from CBH to the May PCCC meeting to present, there has been major 
restructure in CBH and how this affects the port.   
 
It was mentioned Andrew Duffield from Main Roads would better placed to discuss the Ring Road. 
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Thank you Rachael for attending the PCCC in Paul’s absence. 
 
Steve Lewis commented he looks forward to future meetings and working together. 
 
Meeting closed 6:35pm 
 
 
 


